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Abstract: The control of multi-agent systems, including multi-robot systems, requires some level of context and environment awareness as well as interaction among the interworked cognitive entities, whether they are artificial or natural. Proper specification of the cognitive functionalities and of the corresponding interfaces helps in achieving the capability to reach interoperability across different operational domains, and to reuse the system design across different application domains. The model for interworking cognitive entities presented in this article, which includes explicitly interworking capabilities, is applied to two major classes of interaction in multi-robot systems. Being the model inspired by both artificial and natural systems, makes it suitable for both machine-machine and human-machine interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION

The management or self-management of a multi-robot system (MRS) requires interaction among all the involved interworked entities. At scattered entities, awareness of own environment and context is needed, and forms of distributed decision-making are possible. More, a MRS may realise various distributed sensor-actuator configurations since action at one entity may be based (also) on perceptions at other entities.

In a number of use cases, not only machine-machine but also human-machine interaction is present, hence both artificial and natural cognitive entities interact and their role as supervisor or as an object may change depending on use case or context. Embedding humans into the overall system allows taking into account their needs, capabilities and limitations, with an effect on the system architecture and the interfaces within the entire social ecosystem.

Discussion on the specification of the interfaces is needed because it may help interoperability of a system across operational domains and even in reusing system design across different application domains.

After having introduced in Sect. 3 multi-entity intelligent systems, this article starts building upon the identification in Sect. 4 of the issues related to the control of multi-robot systems as interworking cognitive entities and continues presenting in Sect. 5 a model for those constituent elements. For what seen above, a model should be as holistic as possible to encompass particularities of both artificial and natural cognitive entities. An example instantiation of the cognitive model in a multi-robot system scenario is illustrated in Sect. 6, whereas Sect. 7 discusses a comparative evaluation of the model. The core part in the above sections is preceded by a review of related work and other background in Sect. 2, and concluded by a discussion in Sect. 8.

2 BACKGROUND

Decision-making based on situational awareness requires interaction of multiple entities. Interoperability of informative systems is recognised as a crucial aspect in multinational, co-operative command and control (C2) operations, including peace-keeping. Related standardisation activity is promoted for example by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO)¹. Interoperability is also one of the goal of the standardisation work done within the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to en-

able Long-Term Evolution (LTE) wireless communication system for public safety.

Cognitive processes – essentially involving perception, decision-making and action – are fundamental components in robot systems and human-machine interaction. Related models – see (Celentano, 2014; Celentano and Röning, ms) for a wider and deeper review – date back to years 1939 for quality control in industrial production (Shewhart, 1939), and 1945 for problem solving (Polya, 1957). These are both four-phase models: plan, do, check, act; and understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, look back; respectively. Models for robotics started also with three-four phase models – sense, (model), plan, act – (Nilsson, 1984) but got then radically revised by the introduction of the subsumption architecture, decomposing phases into elementary behaviours (Brooks, 1986). The adaptive control of thought-rational (ACT-R) architecture was developed for humans but it was also applied to human-machine interaction (Anderson et al., 2004; Langley et al., 2009).

Specifically for C2 decision-making, John Boyd devised a model to understand adversaries – the observe-orient-decide-act (OODA) loop – further adapted to cognitive radios and extended (Thomas et al., 2005, e.g.) by Mitola (Mitola, 2000). A following proposal was the critique-explore-compare-adapt (CECA) model (Bryant, 2004). Its last three phases have similar duties as in the OODA model, but the critique makes the model more proactive. Whereas in the CECA model plan serves as a sort of initialisation phase before the context acquisition takes place, in (Mitola, 2000) it is used to take further actions as a consequence of the acquired context information. We may observe that OODA regulates the actions, whereas CECA regulates the plan.

The definition of a robot operating system dates back at least to 1984, with the control of a single robot but integrated into a system comprising sensors and humans (Duponqué, 1984). Various operating systems (Kerr and Nickels, 2012) and architectures (Määnpää et al., 2004, e.g.) have been proposed, with the open-source robot operating system ROS been recently used for multi-robot systems. ROS is developed for large-scale robot systems and is realised as a peer-to-peer topology of processes running on separate hosts and interconnected together (Quigley et al., 2009). ROS nodes communicate by messages. Although message structure can be customised, some message structures are encouraged to be adopted to enable interoperability.

A multi-robot system may be part of a larger ecosystem, possibly together with humans sometimes having a supervisory role, or embedded into the system with a peer role (Peschl et al., 2012). Under SISO, the battle management language (BML) has been designed as a human readable, unambiguous language to control robots integrated in an international warfare system, including interaction among command and control systems, human units and robots (Rein et al., 2009).

3 MULTI-ENTITY INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

A generic model applicable to both artificial and natural entities is welcome since it is more easily applicable to systems in which both machines and humans are possibly present, see previous sections. Moreover, such a model also helps in more effectively bridging natural and artificial systems by exporting knowledge across these domains. A generic model is presented and discussed in this article, together with example applications of it.

Roughly, but see Sect. 5 and 7 for details, an intelligent system such as a robot or a human has three main functions: observation, decision-making and action execution. Many peculiarities and implications are involved in the action execution part. They include for example, in the case of robots, the practical actuation and the fine control of system dynamics. These aspects are left out of the scope of this article. On the contrary, central of interest in this article are decision-making and the necessary awareness derived from observations, see the illustrative examples in Sect. 4 and 6.

An important contribution of this article concerns the social interaction in multi-entity intelligent systems, see Sect. 5 and examples in Sect. 6.

Natural interfaces are created in a multi-entity cognitive system. For flexible and reusable design purposes it is an advantage to specify interfaces also for functions internal to an entity. This is facilitated by the specification of the duties of cognitive functions, see Sect. 5.

4 CONTROL OF COGNITIVE MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEMS

Multi-robot systems often require forms of cooperation, collaboration or co-ordination among the entities, such as collision-avoidance (Remmersmann et al., 2010) or flocking control (La et al., 2015), and for those inter-robot interaction is needed. Robots
may possess various levels of cognition; see for example (Celentano, 2014).

The most straightforward way to implement the above forms of interaction is to let any entity to observe the actions (e.g., position and movement) of the other robots. Robots in this case sense the actuations of the other robots. Although in some cases prediction of actions (e.g., trajectories) of the other robots is possible, if tasks/plans of the other robots are unknown, or they are dynamically adapted (e.g., to avoid obstacles on the terrain), prediction may be impossible or inaccurate, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

![Figure 1: An example about self/non-self-awareness.](image)

Fig. 1 illustrates an example about self/non-self-awareness. While the resulting relative configuration of the system is the same in both cases, on the left the displacement is caused by a movement of the marked robot (darker grey circle), and on the right it is due to the rest (lighter grey circles). The situation may be more complicated if not all of the lighter grey entities are synchronised. In any case, absolute positioning may be used in this example, but in general it may be quicker or more exact, or even feasible (absolute positioning may not always be available or it may not have the required resolution), deducting the cause from shared information.

![Figure 2: A fleet of robots with one avoiding an obstacle.](image)

Fig. 2 shows a fleet of robots with one entity avoiding an obstacle. Despite the lead robot (darker grey circle) changes its course (to avoid an obstacle, straight solid line), the rest of the system (lighter grey circles) follows the originally agreed path, having been instructed (dashed circles) about the reason of the change.

The examples above are about managing behavioural anomalies (abnormalities in group dynamics), i.e., it is of interest to understand whether the reason for the anomaly is due to our entity or to the other. Similar decisions are needed for example in inter-vehicle coordination, which can be realised through warnings for man-controlled vehicles, or as part of their control, also applicable to unmanned vehicles. In decision making, explicit coordination can be exploited (for example by inter-entity communications, like in Fig. 2), or implicit information can be used (by self-awareness, like in the scenario of Fig. 1).

In general, three forms of interaction can be identified in an MRS: act-and-observe (robots observe the actions of other robots), share-and-act (robots act after negotiation of their actions), act-while-checking (robots behave initially as in the first case, but refine their operations as in the following case).

As noted, sharing part of robot’s own plans is a way to improve coexistence within a multi-robot system. In this case, actions are based on exchange of information among robots, rather than observing their decisions (actions, movements). Indeed, misalignments due to own or other’s errors require different responses; this means that self/nonself discrimination, discussed above, is needed.

From the above examples it is derived that robots may need to share their knowledge (and or plans).

## 5 MODEL FOR COGNITION

This section presents our model (Celentano, 2014) that introduces the required phases missing from those in the literature (Sect. 2 and references therein).

The specification of cognitive functionalities should respond to the needs outlined in Sect. 1. To this end, in our model presented here, the definition of functionalities – and as a consequence of the interfaces – is done in such a way that cognitive functions are neatly assigned to specific units or physical elements within it. The phases of the cognitive entity, i.e., the components instantaneously active in the cognitive process, are defined considering also their role in relation to the environment they operate within.

It is obvious that what is an action for one entity may be a perception for another. However, interaction of a cognitive entity with its environment is not limited to initial observation and final action events but it includes also interaction with intermediate cognitive phases in which more cognitive entities are involved. It is important to note that in general the interaction of the cognitive entities with their environment occurs during the cognitive process and not necessarily only at its start or end (i.e., at perception or action, respectively). This sharing of information, or knowledge,
or sometimes commands – in this article, a piece of information or knowledge or a command are together referred to as instructions – takes possibly place before the actual actions are taken and therefore cannot be modelled as act-perceive interactions. New cognitive phases are needed for that.

Cognitive phases are divided into functionalities dealing with exchanging facts and implementing competences, and those in charge of processing knowledge, making decisions and learning. Metacognition is the knowledge about the cognitive phenomena (or knowledge of cognition) and the regulation of the cognition processes.

The phases of our model presented in this article are grouped under two layers:

- **a cognitive frontier** (represented by the outer circle in Fig. 3), in charge of interaction with external entities in the process of:
  - acquiring (raw) information (sometimes referred to as data),
  - storing and fetching accumulated knowledge,
  - sharing instructions, and
  - actuating decisions;

- **a metacognitive hub** (represented by the inner disc in Fig. 3), in charge of controlling cognitive phenomena and cognitive actions, i.e., of the interwork of the internal processes in:
  - processing the acquired information,
  - building knowledge from experience (both from outside information/knowledge and own decisions),
  - preparing instructions, and
  - generating the needed decisions.

The metacognitive hub generates a new level of information. For example, the correlation between the decide phase with the perceive for an endogenous stimulus to discriminate self/nonself happens near the boundary of the metacognitive hub.

![Figure 3: Model for a networked cognitive entity. Revised from (Celentano, 2014).](image)

The phases are respectively linked across the cognitive frontier and the metacognitive hub, as summarised in Table 1.

We can say that the cognitive entity has observable information \( u \) that is used to store knowledge \( z \) and operate instructions \( v \). Instructions, i.e., information, knowledge or commands \( x \), can be externalised. All the above – \( u, v, z \) and \( x \) – are at the border of the cognitive entity. The internal steps, occurring at the boundary between the cognitive frontier and the metacognitive hub, imply the presence of, respectively, perceived information \( \tilde{u} \), learnt knowledge \( \tilde{z} \), decision \( \tilde{v} \) and synthesised instructions \( \tilde{x} \). Everything within the core of the metacognitive hub contributes to the internal state \( y \) of the cognitive entity. Fig. 3 illustrates the above notation with the model. The nature of the modelled system has an impact on the architecture of the cognitive frontier.

The interaction of a cognitive entity with other entities or its environment occurs with different directions in different phases, which has an impact on the realisation of those phases in a cognitive device. The cognitive entity gathers inputs or stimuli from an outside entity or the environment, in the perceive phase, whereas it actuates taken decisions in the apply phase. In the share phase, a cognitive entity communicates instructions, i.e., information, knowledge or commands, as needed. In the remember phase, it remembers the learnt or consolidated knowledge and provides both ways access to it. All the above phases possess interfaces to the outside of the cognitive entity. The latter, remember, may not necessarily have
Table 1: The cognitive and metacognitive phases (left and right half of the table respectively) in the four categories (rows).
Revised from (Celentano, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cognitive frontier</th>
<th>metacognitive hub</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perceive</td>
<td>acquiring information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remember</td>
<td>storing/fetching knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>share</td>
<td>sharing instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apply</td>
<td>actuating decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

such, but in general it can. For example, this is needed when access to information is distributed as in clouds, whereas a working memory is likely to be local to the entity. The four outer phases above represent the interfaces towards the entity’s outside world, the cognitive frontier. Those interfaces are used as inputs and outputs for commands, ports for communication and data storage and retrieval.

While the outer phases of each category exchange information with their corresponding inner phases only, the four inner phases exchange their own inputs and outputs among themselves, so they form what we call the metacognitive hub. In the analyse phase, inputs are filtered, converted and analysed. Conversely, in synthesise, instructions are selected and adapted for the specific sharing use. So, in the learn phase, the cognitive entity processes commands (actions are not directly observable at metacognitive hub, but decisions are) and information (including the feedback from actions, when available), to build knowledge. Learning may also be exploited for pre-processing incoming stimuli or process instructions for a specific sharing scope. All the above is exploited to take decisions (including prioritisation and planning of actions) in the decide phase.

The generic model described here incorporates the functionalities of a cognitive entity. Clearly, in a given cognitive entity, only a subset of those may be present (or, equivalently, be active).

6 INTERACTING COGNITIVE ROBOTS

This section illustrates how the model presented in Sect. 5 is combined into a generic scenario incorporating those in Sect. 4.

Fig. 4 depicts a scenario in which the interaction follows an act-and-observe (Sect. 4) model. The robot at the bottom senses the actuations of the robots at the top of the figure. In this example, the first robot may consolidate the related knowledge for (possibly shared) further use.

Fig. 5 depicts a scenario in which the interaction follows a share-and-act (Sect. 4) model. The robots at the bottom acquire the instructions shared by the robot at the top of the figure. Here, the latter robot gathers before that additional information from the consolidated knowledge.

7 EVALUATION

Some related models have been mentioned in Sect. 2. A thorough collation of the proposed model with related ones is given in (Celentano, 2014) and it is not repeated here, but the key points are summarised in the following.

Cognitive entity models can be assigned to different classes, depending on the relation among their cognitive functions or phases (Celentano, 2014):

A. strictly cycle-based models (phases are visited according to a pre-defined sequence) (Shewhart, 1939; Polya, 1957; Nilsson, 1984; Dobson et al.,
Models with a pre-defined visiting sequence (A, B, C) are less flexible in their applicability over a wider range of cases, which is conversely better for models allowing more free dynamics (D, E). The proposed model belongs to the latter class E.

Looking into the peculiarities of the above phases, the cognitive functions in an intelligent entity can be categorised as (Celentano, 2014):

1. collecting the inputs;
2. evaluating the inputs;
3. interworking (sharing instructions);
4. decision-making (including planning);
5. implementing the decisions;
6. verifying and generalising the lessons learnt.

As noted earlier, one notable novelty of the proposed model is the explicit presence of the phases collectively labelled above with 3. The explicit presence in the model of those functions is important since they are related to the specification of the (natural) interfaces involved in social interaction.

The importance of social interaction has been discussed in the above examples (Sect. 4 and 6).

8 DISCUSSION

Already in the case of an isolated intelligent entity, self-awareness is crucial for a more conscious execution of tasks. In the case of flocks or swarms, self-awareness improves the behaviour of the entire group. In fact, in those cases it is important to discriminate what I am doing from what the others are doing, even if the final outcome (e.g., relative positions) may look similar. Self-awareness is a pre-requisite for a more effective self-organisation. Self-awareness may exploit explicit and/or implicit interaction among entities.

The model presented in the previous Sect. 5 specifies cognitive phases belonging to interacting cognitive entities, together with the interfaces related to those cognitive functions. Those functions may be realised by separate and integrated element, therefore it makes sense to bring these specifications to established or standardised frameworks, such as ROS or SISO.

The cognitive phases of the present model can be realised as concurrent processes similarly as in the ROS architecture. In particular, the share phase of the model presented in this article is used to communicate instructions before the apply and sometimes even before the decide phase).

Instructions in the model of Sect. 5 correspond to orders, reports and requests in BML. Due to its properties of unambiguity and applicability to international environments, BML is a possible candidate for robotic applications also in other more general cases such as civilian scenarios, including industry environments. Extensions of it might be needed, though, also to let it cope with such diverse situations.
This article discussed some fundamental issues concerning multi-entity intelligent systems. Particular attention has been given to the observation and related decision-making for system control and examples for multi-robot systems have been discussed. The major means for the needed interaction of robots are the sensing of actuation of other robots, and the coordination based on sharing and acquisition of relevant instructions. The latter implies the possibility of interaction beyond the simplest actuator-sensor acquisition of information.

A cognitive mobile robot should therefore explicitly include such interworking capabilities, which are not found in present models for artificial entities. The model presented in this article fills this gap. Illustrative examples show the role the cognitive phases of this model have in the above two classes of multi-robot social interaction. Specifically, this article discussed with the aid of examples how self-awareness can be exploited for self-organisation by detecting and managing behavioural anomalies, i.e., abnormalities in group dynamics.

The cognitive phases of the present model are inspired by both artificial and natural cognitive entities. This makes such a holistic model suitable for use not only for machine-machine, but also for human-machine interaction.

Interoperability across diverse operational domains and system design reuse across different application domains are both timely topics, and for that robust specifications of functionalities and interfaces to suit the above goals are needed. This article aims at this target.

It is evident that explicitly considering social interaction in the model for an intelligent entity brings advantages to flexible design and specifications. A comparative evaluation of the proposed model has been given here. The evaluation of the concepts discussed in this article by implementation into mobile robots is part of our future work in this area.
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